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[Answer any twoquestions from the a,,",r,lJJtnt res in rhe right margin indicate iulr marks.]

1' Since the transfer function is a representation of a system from input to output, the system,sstep response can lead to a representation .u", ,no,igh ,h. inn., .onrtrr.tiJn is not known.Figure 1 shows the laboratory result of u ,yrt.r;;;?;;"rr.,
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Figure 1: Result of syst.* ,t.p ..rponr..

1(a). Determine the transfer function of the system.
1(b)' 

:Jfi,TJf,.second 
order generai transfer function by means of natural frequency and

1(c)' classify the system based on the varues of damping ratio.

2(a), What are the test input rve use for any system & why?2(b)' Find the steady-state error component due to a step disturbance for the system of Figure2(b).
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A unity reedback system n", il3 fi ,fi ;ilf ffi'l|.,',,i.}l*liln.,, onthat there is 20% error in the steady state.

li{s} + EtsJ

Figure 2: An RLC network for parameters design.
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2(c).
Find the value of K so 4

3. Selections of parameters
system performance is an

-/?\ K(s + 12)

is+14)(s+18)
values of RLC network, in Figure 2, for pre_determined control
important control s),stem design problem,
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-3(a). what information is contained in the specification Kr:1000. 43(b)' If vl(t) is a step voltage in the network, find the value ofthe resistor such thataz[yoovershoot 6in voltage will be seen across the capacitor if c: 10-6 F and L: l H.

Part B
fAnswer any three questions from the followings; figures in the right margin indicate full marks.]

An uncompensated system is shown in Figure 3.
6ain

Figure 3: An uncompensated system

4(a). What kind of compensation improves the following?
(i) Steady-state error
(ii) Transient response
(iii) Both steady-state error and transient response

4(b)' Compensate the system of Figure 4 to improve the steady-state error by a factor of 20 if the
system is operating rvith a damping ratio of 0.174.

5(a)' What is root locus? Write down the five basic rules for sketching the root locus.
5(b). Given a unity feedback system that has the forward transfer function.

G(s)={(':-z)(s-+)(sz*6s+25)
i. Sketch the roct locus.
ii. Find the imaginary-axis crossing.
iii. Find the gain, K, atthe ju-axis crossing.
iv" Find the range of gain, K, for which the system is stable.

6(a)' Find the anal1'tical expression for the magnitude and phase response of a unitv feedback 4
system having forward transfer function 6(s) = ,*#&r_

6(b)' Drarv the bode log-magnitude plot ancl bode phase plot for the sysrem in question 6(a)

7(a), Define root locus' What is the control system problem addressed by the root locus?
7(b). For the sysrem in Figure 4,

whefe ff* frffa
Figure 4: Closed loop transfer function.

(a) Determine the poles for the gain (K) values in-between 0-50 with an interval of 5.
(b) Draw the poles in the complex plane,
(c) Sketch the root locus for the svstem.
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